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QUESTION ONE: JUMPING JACK TOY

A toy consists of small polystyrene balls inside a sealed plastic container. Some of the polystyrene

balls are uncoated and others are coated with metallic paint. All the balls are uncharged and they

have the same mass.

<-- lvoollcn cloth

uncoated polystyrene balls balls coated with metallic paint

When a child rubs the lid of the container rvith a rvoollen cloth, the lid becomes negatively charged.

The balls now jump up and stick to the lid of the container.

(a) Explain how the lid of the container becomes negatively charged.
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Explain why the balls jump up and stick to the lid of the container.
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paint - will fall first.
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(c) After a short time some of the balls begin to fall down.

(i) State which type of balls - uncoated poiystyrene, or polystyrene coated with metallic

cD^\"\ w iqv, ,i'nqfA:. p*.ot
( ii) Explain your answer.
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(d) Some balls are still stuck to the lid of the container.

Explain what happens to the balls that are still stuck to the lid when a child touches the lid of
the container with his bare hand.
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QUESTION TWO: HEATERS AND TOASTERS

A heating element inside a heater in a camper van is labelled as "200 w; l2 v", and it is connected

across a 12 volt battery.

C)LK= T r

(a) Calculate the-resistance of the heating element'
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Resistance' O'"2 Q

(b) Four of these heating elements, each labelled as "200 w; l2 v", are now connected together

in series with a switch and a 12 volt battery'

(i) In the space given below, draw the circuit diagram for the four heating elements in

series with a switch and the 12 volt battery'

Use the symbol for a resistor to represent heating elements in your circuit diagram'
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(ii) Explain why the same culrent flows through all heating elements when the switch is

turned on.-';;;*r' 
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in the upward direction passes through a horizontal(d) A straight wire that camies a large current

board, as shown in the diagram below'

(i)

(i i)

On the diagram above, draw the shape and direction of the magnetic fleld produced by

the current-carrying wire.
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Describe how you would check this direction experimentally. 
I
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